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	Name: Ashley Loftis
	No page 1: 3
	Theme: Artist Books
	Title: Bibliophylum
	Date: 2012
	Producer: Jessica Drenk
	Purchased: Seager Gray Gallery
	Price: 16000
	worth: This piece is wonderful.  It is part of a series, but all of them are very large and very detailed.  They each took a great amount of work to make.  This one, however, is one of the most beautiful.  It is definitely worth the price, even though it seems like a lot.  It's high art.
	Description: Jessica Drenk
Bibliophylum, 2012
Artist book with cut books & wax.
72 × 48 in
182.9 × 121.9 cm
$16,000

CONTACT GALLERY
Seager Gray Gallery, Mill Valley
Mill Valley: 415-384-8288
	Fits: I imagine this piece as the centerpiece to my collection.  It is beautiful.  Though it is not a book itself, it is made up of pieces of many other books.  Instead of being read, though, they are now being seen as an entirely new experience.  I think this piece really speaks to my whole collection.
	Research: This piece is made up of many pieces of books where the pages were waxed together and then sanded down.  There are many of these pieces within the larger series.  However, this series isn't meant to be collected.  Each piece is meant to represent the concept of the piece as a whole.
	Reason: I loved that the organic quality of the books was brought out in this piece.  Yes, they can fade.  Yes, they can never be read again.  Yet they still exist, pieces of what they once were.
	No page 2: 3


